
POWERING THE REVOLUTION IN CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

Optimising Digital and Omni-
Channel Collections
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Who is CMC

• Developed by team of collections professionals 2003; incorporated May 2006

• Used for secured and unsecured customers across the credit lifecycle

Current digital Collections deployments include:

• Over $450,000,000 collected

• 12 countries

• Three top 10 global credit card issuers

• Top three student loan providers

• Two top 5 global banks

• Two top 5 UK banks
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What is Omni-channel

IVR WebAgent LetterSMS Email Chat

Some people think by using different communication channels they are 
practicing an “omni-channel” approach
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A true omni-channel approach is integrated, 
outcomes/interactions are stored centrally  

Agent

SMS

Email

Chat

Letter

Web

IVR

Integrated view of 
the customer
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Today customers expect to communicated too 
when they want and how they want 

x

Traditional collections linear approach

Omni-channel  collections customer centric approach

Start

Payment



“ “Video 

Flexi Site customer interactions visible in agent 

desk top
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To be truly omni-channel you need to be able to cross 
channels seamlessly with complete record keeping 

Payment

The Customer has trouble 
online, cant make the 
payment they want 

The agent must be 
able to see what 
the customer is 
doing online

Payment

Payment

The agent/s must 
be able to see 
what the 
customer is doing 
online and then in 
the chat

Customers often start in 1 channel and need to complete a transaction 
(payment) in another channel

The customer starts a chat 
online but wants to talk 
with an agent at home not 
at work 
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These customers often want to 
pay but had trouble or didn’t self 

serve so a phone call to follow 
up, these customers want to 
resolve/pay/interact with you

Building automated strategies when customers 
drop off in channels

Not all customers will call or proactively move across channels, We also 
need to have proactive strategies to pick customers who have not 

transacted but have interacted with your strategy digitally

Payment

Email 

Click through 
and payment 

Click through to 
payment 

options no 
payment 

Click but no 
further 

interaction

Email +1

Email +3

Click through 
and payment 

No  interaction

Payment

Click payment 
options no 
payment

Click but no 
further 

interaction
No Interaction

IVR +3



“ “What CMC have learnt working with some of the 

major institutions around the world.
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Why Proactive Messaging

The proactive approach to communicating with 
your customers has a multitude of benefits. 
Proactive messaging improves the likelihood of 
collecting, but also improving customer 
satisfaction, cross-sell opportunities, and 
ongoing revenue streams. 

Reasons why proactive messaging can be beneficial to your organization:

- Start off on the right foot to improve customer satisfaction

- Better navigate to the desired outcome

- Informed customers are more likely to act

- Proactive messaging can be especially powerful for disorganized customers

- Customer has a higher propensity to respond prior to missing payments
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The importance of  simplicity in the offer is crucial

Is more, more?

Traditionally collections have embraced this but when it comes to the information 
they throw at a consumer looking to self-serve, unfortunately this approach often 
backfires.

- Keep it simple: Don’t overwhelm your 
customer.

- Make it easy to act: Ensure your 
messaging /communication comes with a 
clear call to action to make it easy for 
them to follow through.

How can I improve follow through?
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Communicating on Their Terms

Today’s consumers expect (not just want) the same capabilities 

and experiences on the countless channels available to them.

As touchpoints continue to emerge, managing the customer 

journey becomes vastly more complex, but the consequences of 

failure are significantly more damaging.  

‐ Don’t compete with daily distractions

‐ Improve experience and pull through likelihood

‐ Don’t miss any agent averse customer contact 
opportunities.

Why is it so important to engage via 
preferred channels? 

I’m sorry I didn’t 
answer my phone 
when you called.

I don’t use it for that.  

‐ Reduce costs by leveraging preferred (lower cost) 
channels first that drive self-service
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Optimising Self-Service

Keys to overall performance gains:

Effective 
Marketing 

Communication

Two-Way 
Conversation

Remove 
Obstacles

Effective 
Offers

Reporting & 
Optimisation

Leverage 
Agent Channel
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Through the omni-channel approach to collections we have 
observed the improvements in the performance

Digital Collections

Digital, interactive collections 

provided a bank a 17% increase 

in payments versus prior 

outbound IVR and letter 

strategies;  

another shows that email 

campaigns generate 93% of 

payments within 48 hours of the 

email. The average late stage 

payer had been contacted twice 

and attempted over 48 times 

prior to paying on web.

Omni-Channel Collections Approach

Reduced agent handle time 

by 20% providing all 

information in single view.

32% increase in payment 

value by offering applicable, 

systematic programs.

Reduced Charge-offs by 5-

7% by optimising the agent 

and self service approach 

together.

Reduced agent handle time 

by 20% providing all 

information in single view.

32% increase in payment 

value by offering applicable, 

systematic programs.

Reduced Charge-offs by 5-

7% by optimising the agent 

and self service approach 

together.



“ “What is the future of collections and how can we 

improve further. 
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How do we utilise the social media in our omni-
channel approach to collections



“ “

Play Video . 


